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Product

Use Case

Open Close Report

Company Segment

Unit Expanison

Fast-Casual

Real Estate Company
looking for retrofit options finds
answers with Open Close Report

Methodology
Unified Data collects the menu information from all restaurants in North America that have a physical address and
permanent location. Utilizing our proprietary consumer facing menu discovery platform that has over 450,000 menus
from restaurants across North America, we can analyze consumer behaviour patterns of over 30 million North American based searches of these menus. This provides us with over 40 billion data points that our proprietary algorithms,
machine learning and artificial intelligence can identify consumer trends, menu trends, ingredient trends. Tracking
restaurants with a physical address also allows use to identify all restaurant units in North America that are currently
open, have recently closed or have just newly opened. In order to ensure unprecedented accuracy, all our data is updated monthly with attributes such as newly opened, currently open and closed restaurants, new menus and menu
changes as well as hours of operation and even allows us to identify current online ordering partners.

Challenge

The restaurants main challenge was to identify real
estate with existing reusable infrastructure (retrofits)
in desirable geo-specific territories. Site selection
with this retrofit criteria is difficult information to
obtain. Unit expansion is the main growth driver for
this restaurant concept.

Solution

The Unified Data solution provided was our Store
Connect open and close report, which provides
locations specific details on all permanently closed
restaurants in geo specific territories. This allowed
the Real Estate Development team to identify
existing locations with the infrastructure attributes
that fit the restaurants needs for future unit expansion, in a more timely and cost effective manner.
The ROI on the Unified Data investment was
realized within 1 month.

Store Connect > Open Close > Fast Casual

At a glance
Locations Level Detail
Data is available at the store location level.
Format, technology, and menu can vary by
location within a chain. Unified Data gives
you a complete picture.

Segment Level Detail
Review chain vs independent, by restaurant
segment, cuisine type and more. Track the
market thatʼs relevant to your business

Monthly Updates
Get specifics on stores that have newly
opened, re-opened, temporarily closed or
permanently closed within days of month end.

Review by Geography
Review data nationally, by state/province,
by city or town. Identify markets that are in
growth and decline.
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